Paladin of Devotion 6
CLASS & LEVEL

Bűnbánó Krusk
CHARACTER NAME

kóbor lovag
BACKGROUND

Half-Orc

Lawful Good

RACE

ALIGNMENT

PLAYER NAME

EXPERIENCE POINTS

INSPIRATION

STRENGTH

16

21
+3

ARMOR
CLASS

PROFICIENCY BONUS

+0

30

INITIATIVE

SPEED

Megtanultam és gyakorlom a
kegyelem és a megbocsátás erényeit
(néha talán túlzásba is viszem).
PERSONALITY TRAITS

+3
+6

Strength

+3

Dexterity

+6

Constitution

+2

Intelligence

●

+6

Wisdom

●

+9

Charisma

DEXTERITY

10
+0
CONSTITUTION

Hit Point Maximum 58

Törekvés. Sosem fogok ugyan felérni SSir
Kanehez, de mégis nap mint nap mindent
meg kell tennem, hogy hű legyek eskümhöz.
CURRENT HIT POINTS

Sir Kane emlékéért és áldozata tiszteletben
tartásáért mindent meg kell tennem.

SAVING THROWS

TEMPORARY HIT POINTS

16
+3
INTELLIGENCE

●

8
-1
●

WISDOM

10

●

+0
CHARISMA

●

16
+3

●

+0

Acrobatics (Dex)

+0

Animal Handling (Wis)

-1

Arcana (Int)

+6

Athletics (Str)

+3

Deception (Cha)

-1

History (Int)

Total

6 x d10 + 3

HIT DICE

+0

Insight (Wis)

+6

Intimidation (Cha)

-1

Investigation (Int)

+3

Medicine (Wis)

-1

Nature (Int)

+0

Perception (Wis)

+3

Performance (Cha)

+6

Persuasion (Cha)

-1

Religion (Int)

+0

Sleight of Hand (Dex)

+0

Stealth (Dex)

+3

Survival (Wis)

NAME

D8 + 3 S

Warhammer

+6

D8 + 3 B

Javelin (30/120)

+6

D6 + 3 P

Battleaxe and Warhammer
cause D10 damage when
used two-handed.
AC includes the shield's AC
bonus.
ATTACKS & SPELLCASTING

Battleaxe
Warhammer
5 javelins
a priest’s pack
a holy symbol

Tools: Vehicles (land)
Languages:
Common, orc, goblin
OTHER PROFICIENCIES & LANGUAGES

SP

EP

GP

10

Remélem sosem maradok egyedül a
harcmezőn, mert a csata hevében hajlamos
eluralkodni rajtam a vad ork vér.
FLAWS

ATK BONUS DAMAGE/TYPE

+6

CP

BONDS

DEATH SAVES

Battleaxe

PASSIVE WISDOM (PERCEPTION)

Armor: All
Weapons: All

SUCCESSES
FAILURES

SKILLS

10

IDEALS

Paladin Steed

Extra Attack: You can attack twice, instead of once,
whenever you take the Attack action on your turn.
Aura of Protection: Whenever you or a friendly creature
within 10 feet of you must make a saving throw, the
creature gains +3 bonus to the saving throw. You must
be conscious to grant this bonus. (The bonus is included
in your saving throws).
Channel Divinity: You can use one of your two Channel
Divinity options, then you have to finish a short or a long
rest, to use it again.
1. Sacred Weapon: As an action, you can imbue one
weapon that you are holding with positive energy. For 1
minute, attack rolls made with that weapon gain +3
bonus. The weapon also emits bright light in a 20-foot
radius and dim light 20 feet beyond that. If the weapon is
not already magical, it becomes magical for the duration.
You can end this effect on your turn as part of any
other action. If you are no longer holding or carrying
this weapon, or if you fall unconscious, this effect ends.
2. Turn the Unholy: As an action, you present your
holy symbol and speak a prayer censuring fiends and
undead. Each fiend or undead that can see or hear you
within 30 feet of you must make a DC 14 Wisdom saving
throw . If the creature fails its saving throw, it is turned
for 1 minute or until it takes damage.
A turned creature must spend its turns trying to move
as far away from you as it can, and it can’t willingly
move to a space within 30 feet of you. It also can’t take
reactions. For its action, it can use only the Dash action
or try to escape from an effect that prevents it from
moving. If there’s nowhere to move, the creature can
use the Dodge action.
Relentless Endurance. When you are reduced to 0 hit
points but not killed outright, you can drop to 1 hit point
instead. You can’t use this feature again until you finish
a long rest.
Savage Attacks. When you score a critical hit with a
melee weapon attack, you can roll one of the weapon’s
damage dice one additional time and add it to the extra
damage of the critical hit.

PP

EQUIPMENT
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FEATURES & TRAITS

27
AGE

Bűnbánó Krusk
CHARACTER NAME

202 cm

110 kg

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

Red

Greenish

Black

EYES

SKIN

HAIR

An insignia of rank, a dagger
from Sir Kane's murderer, a
deck of cards, a set of common
clothes, and a belt pouch

NAME

Priest’s Pack: Includes a
backpack, a blanket, 10
candles, a tinderbox, an alms
box, 2 blocks of incense, a
censer, vestments, 2 days of
rations, and a waterskin.
SYMBOL

CHARACTER APPEARANCE

ALLIES & ORGANIZATIONS

Darkvision: 60 feet

Az ifjú Krusk fosztogató ork csürhe
tagjaként faluról falura prédálta fel
az emberek földjét a napi betevőért.
Egy napon azonban lovagok kis
csoportjába ütköztek, akik véres
rendet vágtak az orkok között. A
harcképtelen Kruskot a lovagok
vezetője megkímélte, és maga mellé
vette, mert felismerte, hogy a
fél-ember talán még menthető a
civilizáció számára.
Krusk kezdetben ellenséges
viszonya pártfogójával az évek
során visszájára fordul, szinta
atyjaként tisztelte a lovagok.
Lenyűgözte Sir Kane jósága és hite.
Sajnos néhány hónapja
pártfogójával kelepcébe csalták
Kruskékat. A reménytelen csatában
Sir Kane feláldozta magát, a
kétségbeesett Krusk pedig
kegyetlen mészárlást rendezett a
gyilkosok sorai között.

Defense Fighting Style: While you are wearing armor, you gain a +1 bonus to AC.
Divine Smite: When you hit a creature with a melee weapon attack, you can expend one paladin spell slot to deal radiant
damage to the target, in addition to the weapon’s damage. The extra damage is 1d8 for a 1st level spell slot or 2d8 for a 2nd
level spell slot. The damage increases by 1d8 if the target is an undead or a fiend.
Divine Health: Divine magic flowing through you makes you immune to disease.
Divine Sense: The presence o f strong evil registers on your senses like a noxious odor, and powerful good rings like heavenly
music in your ears. As an action, you can open your awareness to detect such forces. Until the end o f your next turn, you know
the location o f any celestial, fiend, or undead within 60 feet o f you that is not behind total cover. You know the type (celestial,
fiend, or undead) o f any being w hose presence you sense, but not its identity (the vampire Count Strahd von Zarovich, for
instance). Within the same radius, you also detect the presence o f any place or object that has been consecrated or desecrated,
as with the hallow spell. You can use this feature 4 times. When you finish a long rest, you regain all expended uses.
Lay on Hands: Your blessed touch can heal wounds. You have a pool o f healing power that replenishes when you take a long
rest. With that pool, you can restore a total number of hit points equal to 30. As an action, you can touch a creature and draw
power from the pool to restore a number o f hit points to that creature, up to the maximum amount remaining in your pool.
Alternatively, you can expend 5 hit points from your pool of healing to cure the target o f one disease or neutralize one poison
affecting it. You can cure multiple diseases and neutralize multiple poisons with a single use o f Lay on Hands, expending hit
points separately for each one. This feature has no effect on undead and constructs.
Wanderer: You have an excellent memory for maps and geography, and you can always recall the general layout of terrain,
settlements, and other features around you. In addition, you can find food and fresh water for yourself and up to five other people
each day, provided that the land offers berries, small game, water, and so forth.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES & TRAITS

SHIELD, +1: While holding this shield, you have +1 to AC.
ADAMANTINE SPLINT ARMOR: This suit of armor is reinforced with adamantine, one of the hardest
substances in existence. While you're wearing it, any critical hit against you becomes a normal hit.
---

Sir Kane Kruskra hagyta vértezetét
és pajzsát. Krusk elhagyta a lovagi
rendet, nem bírta a fájdalmas
emlékeket. Önálló kalandozó életbe
kezdett, hogy patrónusa áldozata
előtt tisztelegve vezekeljen bűneiért.

Tenets of Devotion: Though the exact words and strictures of the Oath of Devotion vary, paladins of this oath
share these tenets.
Honesty: Don’t lie or cheat. Let your word be your promise.
Courage: Never fear to act, though caution is wise.
Compassion: Aid others, protect the weak, and punish those who threaten them. Show mercy to your foes,
but temper it with wisdom.
Honor: Treat others with fairness, and let your honorable deeds be an example to them. Do as much good as
possible while causing the least amount of harm.
Duty: Be responsible for your actions and their consequences, protect those entrusted to your care, and obey
those who have just authority over you.

CHARACTER BACKSTORY

TREASURE
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Paladin
SPELLCASTING
CLASS

0

3

CANTRIPS

Cha

DC 14

+6

SPELLCASTING
ABILITY

SPELL SAVE DC

SPELL ATTACK
BONUS

6

PÉLDA ELŐKÉSZÍTETT VARÁZSLATOK:
SPELL
LEVEL

1

SLOTS TOTAL

4

EPAR

7
SPELL NAME

ED

PR

SLOTS EXPENDED

Protection from evil and good (OATH)

SPELLS KNOWN

Sanctuary (OATH)
●

Shield of Faith

●

Detect Magic

●

Cure Wounds

4

8

2

2

Lesser restoration (OATH)

Zone of Truth (OATH)
●

Magic Weapon

●

Locate Object

●

Find Steed

5
9
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